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The Tibetan Plateau is a topographic feature of extraordinary dimension and has an important impact on
regional and global climate. However, the glacial history of the Tibetan Plateau is more poorly constrained
than that of most other formerly glaciated regions such as in North America and Eurasia. On the basis of
some ﬁeld evidence it has been hypothesized that the Tibetan Plateau was covered by an ice sheet during
the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). Abundant ﬁeld- and chronological evidence for a predominance of local
valley glaciation during the past 300,000 calendar years (that is, 300 ka), coupled to an absence of glacial
landforms and sediments in extensive areas of the plateau, now refute this concept. This, furthermore, calls
into question previous ice sheet modeling attempts which generally arrive at ice volumes considerably
larger than allowed for by ﬁeld evidence. Surprisingly, the robustness of such numerical ice sheet model
results has not been widely queried, despite potentially important climate ramiﬁcations. We simulated the
growth and decay of ice on the Tibetan Plateau during the last 125 ka in response to a large ensemble of
climate forcings (90 members) derived from Global Circulation Models (GCMs), using a similar 3D thermomechanical ice sheet model as employed in previous studies. The numerical results include as extreme
end members as an ice-free Tibetan Plateau and a plateau-scale ice sheet comparable, in volume, to the
contemporary Greenland ice sheet. We further demonstrate that numerical simulations that acceptably
conform to published reconstructions of Quaternary ice extent on the Tibetan Plateau cannot be achieved
with the employed stand-alone ice sheet model when merely forced by paleoclimates derived from
currently available GCMs. Progress is, however, expected if future investigations employ ice sheet models
with higher resolution, bidirectional ice sheet-atmosphere feedbacks, improved treatment of the surface
mass balance, and regional climate data and climate reconstructions.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The Tibetan Plateau is the highest and youngest plateau in the
world and represents, with an area of approximately 2.5  106 km2 at
an average altitude of more than 4000 m above sea level, a topographic feature of extraordinary dimension on a global scale (Fig. 1A).
Due to its particular location and extent, the Tibetan Plateau strongly
impacts regional and global climate. It has been proposed, for
example, that the uplift of the Tibetan Plateau in response to the
Indian-Asian continental collision caused changes in the Asian
monsoon dynamics, and that it initiated a global cooling trend which
in turn triggered the onset of Quaternary climate oscillations (Molnar
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and England, 1990; Raymo and Ruddiman, 1992; Ramstein et al.,
1997; An et al., 2001). As the uplift of the Tibetan Plateau resulted
in regionally drier and colder conditions, it affected the inception,
timing and extent of Quaternary glaciations on the plateau itself and
enforced large-scale and profound environmental changes such as
the formation of the Taklamakan and Badain Jirin Deserts bounding
the Tibetan Plateau at its northern edge (Wu, 1981; Yang, 2000;
Baosheng et al., 2001; Clark et al., 2004; Lehmkuhl and Owen, 2005).
The Tibetan Plateau region presently holds most glaciers outside
the polar regions, with the largest ice covered areas in the Himalaya, Karakoram, Tien Shan, Pamir and Kunlun Shan (Dyurgerov and
Meier, 2005; Fig. 1A). The number of glaciers in the Himalaya is
estimated to lie between 12,000 and 15,000, with an additional
5000 glaciers in the Karakoram (Inman, 2010).
The glacial history of the Tibetan Plateau has been investigated
for at least a hundred years. However, this history has received
considerably less focus than for example the American and Eurasian
North which hosted the Laurentide ice sheet and Fennoscandian ice
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Fig. 1. Glaciations on the Tibetan Plateau. (A) Present day glaciers according to the
GLIMS-data (Armstrong et al., 2009). (B) Spatial reconstruction of a plateau-scale ice
sheet on the Tibetan Plateau as suggested by Kuhle (2004). (C) The moderate
‘Quaternary’ glacial reconstruction (Li et al., 1991) with glaciers covering approximately 22% of the plateau area which is above 2000 m asl.

sheet, respectively, during Quaternary glacial maxima (Kleman
et al., 1997, 2002; 2010; Mangerud et al., 1998; Boulton et al.,
2001; Knies et al., 2001; Dyke et al., 2002; Svendsen et al., 2004).
Two crucial knowledge gaps have stimulated an increased pace of
research on the Tibetan Plateau over the past 30 years: the unknown
maximum extent of Quaternary glaciation and the timing of glacial
advances. Due to a scarcity of glacial geological data, spatial reconstructions of glaciations have diverged widely. For example, and
arriving at an extreme reconstruction, Kuhle (1985, 1998, 2004,
2007) inferred the presence of a plateau-wide Tibetan ice sheet (of
similar dimensions to the Greenland Ice Sheet; Fig. 1B) during the
global Last Glacial Maximum. The ice sheet hypothesis is predominantly based on equilibrium line altitude (ELA) reconstructions.
Because these are inferred to have fallen below the average plateau
surface elevation, glaciation on a massif scale was inferred.
The Tibetan ice sheet reconstruction has received much criticism
(cf Derbyshire et al., 1991; Rutter, 1995; Zheng and Rutter, 1998; Zhou
et al., 2004; Lehmkuhl and Owen, 2005; Heyman et al., 2009). First,
there is a notable absence of glacial landforms and sediments for
extensive areas of the plateau. Typical glacial landforms in mountain
regions include glacially eroded valleys and marginal moraines (e.g.,
Derbyshire et al., 1991; Zhou et al., 2004; Heyman et al., 2008;
Stroeven et al., 2009), located in elevated mountain regions. These
landforms are made by alpine-style valley glaciers and ice-ﬁelds/ice
caps (Heyman et al., 2009). Extensive areas of the Tibetan Plateau
away from the high mountains lack such glacial landforms and
sediments. Moreover, there is a notable absence of landforms which
are highly abundant in formerly glaciated areas of North America and
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Fennoscandia, and therefore typical of ice sheet glaciation (cf
Hättestrand, 1998; Kleman and Hättestrand, 1999; De Angelis, 2007),
such as large-scale drumlin swarms, eskers, and ribbed moraines (cf
Heyman et al., 2008, 2009).
Second, the employed ELA extrapolation does not compensate
for increasing aridity towards the interior of the plateau. Contemporary and former aridity gradients towards the central Tibetan
Plateau result and have resulted in a rising of the ELA towards the
interior thus counterbalancing the effect of depressed temperature
on ELA (Lehmkuhl, 1998; Owen and Benn, 2005).
Finally, cosmogenic exposure and luminescence techniques have
yielded a large number of exposure ages for moraines formed by
local valley glaciers that are signiﬁcantly older than the LGM and in
some cases several hundred thousand years old (Schäfer et al., 2002,
2008; Chevalier et al., 2005; Owen et al., 2005, 2006a,b, 2009, 2010;
Seong et al., 2009). These results clearly show that no plateau-scale
ice sheet has existed on the Tibetan Plateau over at least the last
glacial cycle (cf Schäfer et al., 2002; Owen et al., 2005, 2008).
In contrast to the Tibetan ice sheet reconstruction, several studies
have presented maximum spatial reconstructions with former
glaciers restricted to the highest mountain areas (Frenzel, 1960; Li
et al., 1991; Shi et al., 1992). Li et al. (1991) presented a map of the
maximum Quaternary (time-undeﬁned) glacial extent for the Tibetan
Plateau where glaciers only covered about one-ﬁfth of the plateau
area >2000 m asl (Fig. 1B). This reconstruction portrays ice masses
slightly larger than the most extensive present-day ice caps (e.g.,
Barnes ice cap, Bafﬁn Island). New ﬁeld mapping using satellite
imagery (e.g., Heyman et al., 2009; Moren et al., in review) and
abundant cosmogenic exposure dating qualitatively supports the Li
et al. (1991) maximum reconstruction and conﬁrms that it predates
the global LGM and, occasionally, even the entire last glacial cycle. In
the absence of more recent and robust plateau-wide glacial reconstructions we accept the Li et al.’ (1991) reconstruction (Fig. 1B),
although diachronous in nature, as the best representation of
maximum glacial extent. For more detailed data and reviews on the
Tibetan Plateau glacial geology, see Derbyshire et al. (1991), Zheng
and Rutter (1998), Lehmkuhl and Owen (2005), Owen et al. (2008),
and Heyman et al. (2009).
Perhaps the strongest complementary approach to investigate the
paleoglaciological history of the Tibetan Plateau is through numerical
ice sheet modeling. Given realistic climate boundary conditions, ice
sheet modeling has the potential to yield reconstructions with
a resolution that can match ﬁeld-based reconstructions. However,
Pollard (2000) has shown that important limitations are imposed by
knowing the climate boundary conditions. They use the output of 17
GCMs for three time periods, current, 6 ka and 21 ka, to compute
ice extent and thickness for four domains (Greenland, Antarctica,
glacial North America, and glacial Eurasia) after 10,000 years. The
results show (Pollard, 2000; Fig. 14 therein) considerable differences
in ice extent and thickness for current Greenland and ice age North
America and Eurasia conditions even when just using the four
highest-resolution GCMs available, at that time, in the Paleoclimate
Modeling Intercomparison Project Phase 1 (PMIP1) database; http://
pmip.lsce.ipsl.fr/. Based on the PMIP, which is currently in its third
phase, a number of studies with off-line couplings between climate
and ice sheet models have since then been performed (e.g. Abe-Ouchi
et al., 2007; Charbit et al., 2007).
Crucial to the performance of any ice sheet model when conducting paleosimulations is the method of reconstructing past
climate. Typically, an ‘anomaly’ approach combined with a glacial
index function is employed in present ice sheet modeling (cf Section
2.3). The anomalies considered concern the surface air temperature
ﬁeld and the precipitation ﬁeld, respectively. Temperature anomalies
(with respect to present-day conditions) are given by the difference
between present-day values and LGM values with appropriate
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Fig. 2. Glacial index. Glacial Glacial index g(t) as derived from the GRIP and Vostok
surface temperature records (Dansgaard et al., 1993; Johnsen et al., 1995; Petit, 1999).

accounting of the orographic differences between a present-day ice
mass and its LGM counterpart (cf eq. (4)). In contrast, precipitation
anomalies are deﬁned as a ratio (cf eq. (5)). Considering these
anomalies, systematic errors in parameters affecting the modeling
results are largely eliminated.
The glacial index function g(t) is a measure for the climate state
at any time t, obtained from, for example, synthetic blends of the
d18O records from the Vostok ice core and the GRIP ice core
(Dansgaard et al., 1993; Petit, 1999; Greve, 2005). Following
Johnsen et al. (1995), the glacial index function is deﬁned as:

gðtÞ ¼

Ts ðtÞ  Ts;present
:
Ts;LGM  Ts;present

(1)

Obviously, g ¼ 1 denotes glacial conditions, while g ¼ 0 denotes
present (interglacial) conditions (Fig. 2). Snapshots of the climatic
ﬁelds at LGM and at present sufﬁce to reconstruct the paleoclimatic
inputs needed to drive the ice sheet model for 125 ka. The potential
impact of the glacial index is discussed in Section 4.
Pollard (2000) refers to the anomaly approach as the ‘perturbative
delta method’. In their discussion of the methodology (Pollard, 2000,
p. 103e104), they question whether the use of the delta method does
indeed systematically reduce the uncertainty inherent in the GCMbased data entering the ice sheet simulations. They suspect that
“it seems likely that the results of long-term coupled simulations with dynamic ice-sheet models would depend seriously
and probably spuriously on the choice of one or another of these
GCMs.”
Indeed, the diversity of glacial reconstructions for the Tibetan
Plateau from four ice sheet modeling studies support this statement.
Three of these studies (Calov and Marsiat, 1998; Kuhle, 1998; Greve
et al., 1999) were performed prior to Pollard’s (2000) work and the
fourth (Bintanja et al., 2002) does not include a comparison with
Pollard (2000). Note that the support is by analogy, as Pollard (2000)
does not investigate the Tibetan Plateau region speciﬁcally. For the
Tibetan Plateau, Kuhle et al. (1989) presented the results of an ice
sheet model forced by a lowering of the ELA to elevations below that
of the plateau area. This procedure induced an ice sheet build-up
within 10 ka, also with moderate precipitation. Calov and Marsiat
(1998), Greve et al. (1999) and Bintanja et al. (2002) run numerical
models designed to simulate the behavior of ice masses during
glacial cycles on the entire Northern Hemisphere, thus also
including results for the Tibetan Plateau. Calov and Marsiat (1998)
and Greve et al. (1999) obtained, from their models, a complete ice
cover over the Tibetan Plateau, while the Bintanja et al. (2002)
model yielded extensive ice only for the southern margin of the
Tibetan Plateau, considerably more extensive than geologically
constrained spatial reconstructions (Li et al., 1991).
Suspected reasons for the poor performance of these numerical
ice sheet model simulations is the limited spatial resolution of the

Tibetan Plateau data, combined with insufﬁcient complexity in the
climate forcing and oversimpliﬁed or ignored treatment of possible
feedback mechanisms, such as reduced albedo due to dust decomposition, in this area (Calov et al., 2005; Krinner et al., 2006). Thus,
results from such simulations, and in light of the Pollard (2000) study,
should be used with caution in comparison to spatial reconstructions.
The objective of this study is to systematically investigate the
robustness of numerical modeling output for the Tibetan Plateau
region, utilizing the Simulation Code for Polythermal Ice Sheets
(SICOPOLIS) model (Greve, 2010). We present the glacial extents
resulting from a large ensemble of GCM-derived climate forcings
(90 members), the majority of which were extracted from the
PMIP2-database (Braconnot et al., 2007; http://pmip2.lsce.ipsl.fr/
pmip2/). With this set-up, we attempt to corroborate Pollard’s
(2000) hypothesis of a serious and perhaps spurious dependence
of the simulated ice extents on the GCM employed.
2. Methods: ice sheet model and experimental design
2.1. The ice sheet model SICOPOLIS
SICOPOLIS is a 3D, thermodynamically coupled ice sheet model
based on the Shallow Ice Approximation (Fowler and Larson, 1978;
Hutter, 1982, 1993, 1983; Morland, 1984; Greve, 1997a) and is
applicable to polythermal ice masses. The model has been benchmarked in a number of international ice sheet modeling intercomparison projects such as EISMINT and ISMIP-HEINO (Huybrechts
et al., 1996; Calov and Greve, 2006; Calov et al., 2010). SICOPOLIS
provides the time-dependent extent, thickness, velocity, temperature, water content and age for grounded ice sheets in response to
external forcing. It employs the rheology of an incompressible, heat

Table 1
Standard physical parameters of the ice sheet model SICOPOLIS (Greve, 1997a, 2010),
in SI or SI-derived units.
Quantity

Value

Acceleration due to
gravity, g
Density of ice, r
Exponent in Glen’s
ﬂow law, n
Flow-enhancement factor
in Glen’s ﬂow law, E
Melting point at atmospheric
pressure, T0
Atmospheric lapse rate, gt
Precipitation lapse rate, gp
Coefﬁcient of heat conductivity
(ice), k
Speciﬁc heat of ice, c
Latent heat of ice, L
ClausiuseClapeyron gradient, b
Isostatic time lag, siso
Density of the astenosphere, ra
Density  speciﬁc heat of the
lithosphere, rrcr
Coefﬁcient of heat conductivity
(lithosphere), kr
Geothermal heat ﬂux, qgeo
Factor of ice melt, b2, in the PDD
model

9.81 m s1

Factor of snow melt, b1 (in the PDD
model)
Standard deviation of air temperature
(in the PDD model)
Saturation factor for the formation of
superimposed
ice in the PDD model

910 kg m3
3
1 (Holocene ice)/3(Eemian
ice)
273.15 K
6.5 $ 103 K m1
0.001 log(2.0) m1
9.828 e0.0057T[K] W m1 K1
(146.3 þ 7.253 T [K]) J kg1 K1
335 $ 103 J kg1
8.7 $ 10 K m1
94,670,856 s (3000 years)
3300 kg m3
2000 $ 103 J m3K1
3 W m1 K1
55 $ 103 W m2
12 mm we d1  C1
(default)/7 mm we d1  C1
(reduced)
3 mm we d1  C1
5 C
0.6
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conducting power law ﬂuid, commonly referred to as Glen’s Flow
Law, to describe the ﬂow of ice. The thermomechanical coupling is
described by the temperature- and water-content dependent rate
factor suggested by Greve et al. (1998). Further, isostatic effects due
to ice load are modeled by the Elastic-Lithosphere-RelaxingAsthenosphere approach (Greve and Blatter, 2009). Apart from the
isostatic adjustment, heat conduction in the lithosphere is the only
other lithospheric process accounted for as it results in a thermal
effect at the base of ice masses; it enters the simulations through the
geothermal heat ﬂux with its globally averaged value of
55 $ 103 W m2. Other standard parameters employed in SICOPOLIS
are summarized in Table 1. More detailed information concerning
SICOPOLIS can be found in Greve (1997a, 2010).
2.2. Spatio-temporal modeling domain, model resolution, basal
topography
The modeling domain extends from 65 E to 110 E and from 25 N
to 42 N (Fig. 1A) and straddles the entire Tibetan Plateau. It is discretized using a horizontal resolution of 1/12  1/12 , resulting in
541  205 in-plane (longitude/latitude) grid points. In the vertical,
the cold ice column, the temperate ice layer and the lithosphere are
discretized by 81, 11 and 11 grid points, respectively (Greve, 1997a).
The time span modeled comprises 125 ka: Simulations start with
assumed initial ice-free conditions at t ¼ 125 ka in the Eemian
Interglacial associated with marine Oxygen Isotope Stage (OIS) 5e.
The model evolves into the last glacial with maximal ice extents to be
expected at OIS 4 at around 65 ka, and at the global LGM at 21 ka
(OIS 2). Simulations end at 0 ka (present day). In the simulations, we
use a ﬁxed time step, which, however, ranges from Dt ¼ 1 year (for
runs with ice) to Dt ¼ 5 years (for entirely ice-free runs).
The topography is derived from the contemporary ETOPO2v2
data set (U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA, 2006). Note that by
employing a present day topography, we assume that geological
processes leading to changes in surface morphology and surface
elevation have been negligible over the past 125 ka. Moreover, we
assume that the topography represents the bedrock topography
despite the fact that the ETOPO2v2 orogenic data represents the total
elevation of the surface at a particular grid point, that is, includes,
where applicable, contributions from non-zero ice thicknesses of ice
masses. However, as today’s glaciers on the Tibetan Plateau are
conﬁned to comparatively small geographical areas (Fig.1A), the bias
to slightly higher elevations is negligible for the paleosimulations
performed here. Had we employed a coupled atmosphere-ice sheet
model, in which ice masses e especially at high altitudes e may
induce changes in the atmospheric circulation and hence in patterns
of precipitation and temperature and therefore mass balance (Roe
and Lindzen, 2001; Lindvall, 2009), the assumption of the ETOPO2v2 data representing the bedrock topography might become
questionable.
2.3. Forcing of the Tibetan Plateau paleosimulations
The climate forcing required comprises the prescription of surface
air temperature and precipitation. The reconstruction of past climate
states is based on a decomposition of the (mean monthly) surface air
temperature ﬁeld into its present spatial pattern Tpresent, given as
a function of longitude l and latitude 4, and its time-dependent
surface temperature variation dTs, that is,

Tðl; 4; tÞ ¼ T present ðl; 4Þ þ dTs ðl; 4; tÞ:

(2)

The present-day temperature ﬁelds Tpresent(l,4) are taken from
European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF)
from the years 1986e1989 and 1991e1994 (ECMWF, pers.
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communication, 1997), Legates and Willmott (1990a), and WorldClim (Hijmans et al., 2005). The comparatively old ECMWF and
Legates and Willmott data sets ensure inter-comparability with
previous SICOPOLIS simulations by Greve et al. (1999), Forsström
et al. (2002) and Forsström and Greve (2004), while the WorldClim data provides forcing based on the newest generation of
climate interpolations. In the following, the data sets will be
abbreviated by ‘ec’, ‘lw’ and ‘wclim’.
Past climate enters eq. (2) through different representations of
dTs(l,4,t). A purely time-dependent representation of dTs is obtained
by relating dTs(t) to the d18O proﬁle of the Greenland Ice Coring
Project (GRIP) data (Dansgaard et al., 1993; Johnsen et al., 1995). In
our modeling experiment, reconstructed temperatures from the
GRIP core are available in time steps of 100 years, starting at 125 ka
and ending at 0 ka. A linear interpolation scheme is used to infer
temperatures at intermediate time steps. Reconstruction of former
temperatures based on the GRIP data have been used previously,
such as in simulations of the penultimate and last deglaciations of
the Northern Hemisphere (Greve, 1997b; Greve et al., 1999). Because
ice volumes over the Tibetan Plateau are overestimated in those
simulations, we have included GRIP-based temperature reconstructions in our simulations to assess the effects of an alternative
experimental set-up tailored speciﬁcally to the Tibetan Plateau area
while the method of reconstructing temperatures through the past
remains unchanged. In doing so, we can also investigate whether
the GRIP forcing is perhaps more adequate when restrictively
applied to the Tibetan Plateau area despite the fact that the Tibetan
Plateau is located at a large distance from the source of the GRIP
signal (Greenland) and has an extreme elevation and pronounced
relief. In the ensemble runs, simulations in which former temperature distribution is obtained from the GRIP record are labeled ‘grip’
(Table 2).
Another representation of dTs, which accounts for both temporal
and spatial variations, is obtained from combining a glacial index
function, g(t), with LGM temperature anomalies derived from
GCM’s according to

dTs ðl; 4; tÞ ¼ gðtÞ$Tðl; 4ÞGCM
LGManom :

(3)

The glacial index function g(t) is deﬁned such that g(t) ¼ 1
characterizes climatic conditions as observed at LGM, while g(t) ¼ 0
mimics those observed at present (Dansgaard et al., 1993; Johnsen
et al., 1995; Petit, 1999; Forsström and Greve, 2004). LGM
GCM
are deﬁned by
temperature anomalies TLGManom

Table 2
The ensemble of climate forcings. Nine present-day temperatureeprecipitation
scenarios, resulting from pairing three temperature sets (ECMWF, Legates & Willmott, and WorldClim) with three precipitation sets (Jaeger, Legates & Willmott, and
WorldClim) are combined with 10 different paleoclimates (nine based on GCM
anomalies, one based on the GRIP-record). The ensemble of climate forcings
contains thus 90 members. On the basis of a numerical pre-study, the ECMWF data
set as well as the GRIP paleoclimate is eventually considered inadequate for the
purpose of modeling paleoglaciations on the Tibetan Plateau area. Hence, the ﬁnal
ensemble of climate forcings is reduced to 2  3  9 ¼ 54 members.
Temperature

ECMWF
(pers. comm.)
Legates and Willmott
(1990a)
WorldClim (Hijmans
et al., 2005)

Precipitation
Jaeger
(1976)

Legates and
Willmott
(1990b)

WorldClim
(Hijmans et al.,
2005)

ec-jg-grip
ec-jg-GCM
lw-jg-grip
lw-jg-GCM
wclim-jg-grip
wclim-jg-GCM

ec-lw-grip
ec-lw-GCM
lw-lw-grip
lw-lw-GCM
wclim-lw-grip
wclim-lw-GCM

ec-wclim-grip
ec-wclim-GCM
lw-wclim-grip
lw-wclim-GCM
wclim-wclim-grip
wclim-wclim-GCM
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GCM
GCM
GCM
GCM
TLGManom
¼ TLGM
 Tpresent
 gt hGCM
LGM  hpresent ;

(4)

GCM and T GCM
where TLGM
present denote the (GCM speciﬁc) temperature
distribution at LGM and at present respectively, while
GCM
hGCM
LGM  hpresent accounts, in combination with the atmospheric
lapse rate gt (cf Table 1) for changes in temperature attributable to
changes in the surface elevation occurring between LGM and
present. In the ensemble runs, simulations in which former
temperature distributions as obtained from GCM anomalies are
employed bear a generic label ‘GCM’ (Table 2).
Once the former surface air temperature ﬁelds are prescribed,
former precipitation distributions are derived. For GRIP-based
reconstructions, the precipitation ﬁeld is related to the temperature
variations dTs(t) in a linear manner. This linear relation involves
a parameter gs chosen such that a 75% reduction in precipitation (as
reconstructed from data from GRIP and GISP published by DahlJensen et al. (1993), Cuffey and Clow (1997) and Alley (2000)) is
obtained if a mean LGM surface temperature of T ¼ 17.5  C is
considered; in doing so, the simulated ice volume at the LGM ﬁts
the sea-level low derived from the SPECMAP d18O record (Greve
et al., 1999).
If dTs(l,4,t) is constructed using temperature anomalies as in eqns.
(3) and (4), computation of former precipitation ﬁelds is achieved
following (Greve, 2005) using today’s precipitation values, the glacial
index function g(t) and precipitation anomalies PLGM-anom (note that
the use of the exponential function is motivated by the ClausiuseClapeyron equation, stating that due to the saturation pressure of
water vapour in the atmosphere, precipitation increases roughly
exponentially with temperature):

Pðl; 4; tÞ ¼ Ppresent ðl; 4Þexp½gðtÞlnPLGManom ðl; 4Þ
"
#
GCM
PLGM
l
4
l
4
¼ Ppresent ð ; Þexp gðtÞln GCM ð ; Þ
Ppresent

(5)

Present day precipitation is obtained from Jaeger (1976), Legates
and Willmott (1990b), and WorldClim (Hijmans et al., 2005). As
was the case for the temperature data, the rather old data sets of
Jaeger and Legates & Willmott are included to guarantee intercomparability with previous simulations (Greve et al., 1999;
Forsström et al., 2002; Forsström and Greve, 2004), while the
WorldClim data represents the newest generation of forcing data
available. In labeling the numerical simulations, we employ the
abbreviations ‘jg’, ‘lw’ and ‘wclim’ to refer to these data sets;
a detailed description of all data sets (temperature and precipitation)
is given in Appendix A.
Conversion of mean monthly precipitation to mean monthly
snowfall follows Marsiat (1994), implying that all precipitation is
snow or rain, respectively, if mean monthly temperatures are below
10  C or above 7  C. For temperatures in between, a linear

interpolation scheme is applied. Surface melting is parametrized by
employing a Positive Degree Day (PDD) method with statistical
temperature ﬂuctuations, supplemented by the semi-analytic solution for the PDD integral (Braithwaite, 1984; Reeh, 1991; Calov and
Greve, 2005), and rainfall is assumed to run off instantaneously.
Further, SICOPOLIS accounts for ice sheeteatmosphere feedbacks
through the atmospheric lapse rate gt, and an elevation-dependent
precipitation lapse rate gp accounting for elevation desertiﬁcation
(Table 1).
2.4. The ensemble climate forcings
The ensemble of climate forcings comprises 90 individual forcings, resulting from combining nine different present-day temperatureeprecipitation scenarios (obtained from pairing three
temperature data sets with three precipitation data sets) with 10
different paleoclimates (Table 2). Of those 10 paleoclimates, one is
reconstructed on the basis of the GRIP record (Dansgaard et al.,1993;
Johnsen et al., 1995), and the remaining nine are derived using GCM
model output. In the ensemble of climate forcings, nine simulations
have thus the acronym ‘grip’ in their generic label, while 81 contain
an acronym specifying a particular GCM. The GCMs contributing to
our forcing ensemble are listed in Table 3; the model output of seven
of the GCMs was accessed through the PMIP2 database. The model
output of the remaining two GCMs, namely the UKMO as a predecessor to the HadCM3M2 (Hewitt and Mitchell, 1997) and the
LMDZ4 (Hourdin et al., 2006; Colleoni et al., 2009) was provided by
personal communication (F. Colleoni). The GCM data was interpolated to the SICOPOLIS grid using a weighted, 2D linear interpolation.
Paleoclimate reconstructions based on the GRIP data and the UKMOdata have been employed to force SICOPOLIS simulations by
Forsström et al. (2002), Forsström and Greve (2004) and Greve et al.
(1999), and are hence included to allow for an inter-comparability of
model results and performance. The remaining eight paleoclimatereconstructions are used as forcings to SICOPOLIS for the ﬁrst time.
2.5. Screening of climate forcing ensemble members: a pre-study
To assess the individual climate forcing ensemble members’
limitations when simulating the timing, extent and volume of glaciations on the Tibetan Plateau, different methods can be employed.
One approach, not pursued here, is to perform a detailed analysis of
the GCM model output data and of contemporary data sets for
temperature and precipitation prior to using it to drive SICOPOLIS. As
far as the GCM-reconstructed climates are concerned, much relevant
information is contained in the PMIP2 database (Braconnot et al.,
2007) where it awaits speciﬁcation for the Tibetan Plateau region.
Data sets providing the present-day climatology have been visually
inspected (a detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this work);
a short description is provided in Appendix A.

Table 3
Summary of the GCM’s used to reconstruct the climate forcing in the SICOPOLIS runs. For each model, its acronym as used in the text is given, together with its full name and
a reference where further documentation of the model is available. Moreover, the agency developing/maintaining/hosting the GCM is mentioned, as well as the database
through which GCM model output has been accessed.
Acronym

Full name

Reference

Agency

Access

ccsm
cnrm
ecbil
fgoals
had
ipsl
miroc
ukmo
lmdz4

CCSM3.0
CNRM-CM33
ECBILT/CLIO
FGOALS-1.0g
HadCM3M2
IPSL-CM4
MIROC3.2
UKMO
LMDZ4

http://www.ccsm.ucar.edu/publications/pub.info.html
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/model_documentation/CNRM-CM3.htm
http://www.knmi.nl/onderzk/CKO/ecbilt.html
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/model_documentation/FGOALS-g1.0.htm
http://pmip2.lsce.ipsl.fr/share/database/modeldocs/hadcm3m2/HadCM3M2.txt
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/model_documentation/IPSL-CM4.htm
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/model_documentation/MIROC3.2_medres.htm
Hewitt and Mitchell (1997)
Colleoni et al. (2009), Hourdin et al. (2006)

NCAR; USA
MeteoFrance, CNRM; France
KNMI; Netherlands
LASG; China
MetOfﬁce; UK
IPSL; France
CCSR/NIES/FRCGC; Japan
MetOfﬁce; UK
IPSL; France

PMIP2
PMIP2
PMIP2
PMIP2
PMIP2
PMIP2
PMIP2
pers. comm.
pers. comm.
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Fig. 3. Summary of the temporal evolution of total ice volumes over the Tibetan Plateau for 24 ensemble forcings providing numerical evidence for glaciations during the last
125 ka. Note that the simulated ice volumes range over six orders of magnitude, and that the individual climate forcings give rise to strikingly different glacial conﬁgurations at
especially OIS4 and OIS2 (LGM). The ﬁgure is detailed in Figs. 4, 5 and 7 and 9. 30 ensemble forcing members yield ice-free conditions at all times: all forcings of type ‘lw-xx-xx’ (27,
not plotted), and the forcings ‘wclim-lw-ecbil’, ‘wclim-wclim-ccsm’ and ‘wclim-wclim-ipsl’. The factor for ice melt in the PDD model, b2, is set to its default value of 12 mm we
d1 C1. Note that a semilogarithmic scale is employed on the vertical axis to ensure that low-ice volume runs remain detectable. On the horizontal axis, time t is marked using steps
of 25 ka with two exceptions: time instance 25 ka is not plotted in favor of 21 ka (OIS2/LGM), and time instance 65 ka (OIS 4) is added.

Instead, we performed a numerical pre-study in which we
assessed the performance of the combination of each GCM- and GRIPderived forcing with today’s temperature and precipitation by
inspecting resulting glacial conﬁgurations over the Tibetan Plateau at
three key time-slices: OIS 4, OIS2 (LGM), and today. If modeled ice
extent during these time-slices obviously contradicts glacial geological evidence or current observations, either the method of reconstructing the climate (GRIP-based or GCM-based) or the data set
containing contemporary temperature or precipitation were considered inadequate for modeling glaciations on the Tibetan plateau. Our
pre-study comprised a full simulation of 125 ka for each of the 90
ensemble members, performed with a 100  100 and 200  200 grid
resolution, respectively. As grid resolution increased from 200  200 to
100  100 , ice volumes were observed to increase slightly, implying
that the results from the pre-study runs underestimate the corresponding ice volumes computed eventually on the ﬁne 50  50 grid
used in the main study.
3. Results
We present the results of 54 paleoglaciological histories of the
Tibetan Plateau during the last glacial cycle. These are the results of
a reduced ensemble of climate forcings, while a reduction of 36
members resulted from the pre-study (cf Section 3.1 and Table 2).
Fig. 3 displays a synoptical summary of the paleoglaciological
evolution for those 24 members of the reduced ensemble which
yielded non-vanishing total ice volumes (30 members of the
ensemble forcing result in ice-free conditions during the entire last
125 ka). The simulated ice volumes range over six orders of magnitude in response to the ensemble of climate forcings, and give rise to
strikingly different glacial conﬁgurations especially at OIS 4 and OIS 2
(LGM). Model results are grouped using ice volume as primary
characteristic; we will discuss restricted (<60 km3), moderate
(<60 km36000 km3), large (6000 km360000 km3) and extensive
(60,000 km33,000,000 km3) glaciations. The results will be detailed
in the following sections.

3.1. Pre-study
On the basis of the pre-study we removed the ECMWF temperature data set from the ensemble of climate forcings. This decision
was motivated by comparing observed glacial extents on the Tibetan
Plateau (Fig. 1A) with modeling results for t ¼ 0 (today) in runs
involving the ECMWF data. A number of simulations ‘ec-xx-xx’
resulted in contemporary ice volumes in excess of 3 million km3,
that is, in excess of a Greenland Ice Sheet in its current conﬁguration.
Because there is at present no ice sheet over the Tibetan Plateau, we
discarded the ECMWF-data set.
Past climate reconstructions based on the GRIP data were also
discarded from the ensemble. This decision was motivated by
comparing glacial conﬁgurations for simulations of the type ‘ec-xxgrip’ (cf Table 2), with glacial geologic evidence available for OIS 2 and
OIS 4. Modeled ice volumes at OIS 4 were in the range of 4e5 million
km3 and at OIS 2 between 4,5 and 5,5 million km3. However, the
available glacial geologic evidence clearly does not support such
extensive glaciations. Exposure dating and luminescence dating of
glacial deposits have shown that during at least the last glacial cycle
no plateau-scale ice sheet has existed on the Tibetan Plateau (Schäfer
et al., 2002; Owen et al., 2005, 2008, 2009). Thus, we discarded the
paleoclimate forcings derived from the GRIP record. We conclude
that as a result of the pre-study, a reduced climate forcing ensemble
of 54 members (2  3  9) should be used in the high-resolution runs,
the results of which are presented in Section 3.2e3.6.
3.2. Ice-free Tibetan Plateau
Forcing SICOPOLIS with the 27 ensemble members of the type
‘lw-xx-xx’ results in entirely ice-free conditions during the last
125 ka. This is explained by the fact that the Legates and Willmott
(1990a) temperatures provide the warmest summer temperatures
of the climates considered here (Appendix A; Fig. A1). Remarkably,
the effects of the contemporary Legates and Willmott surface air
temperature are dominant to such an extent that variations in the
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Fig. A1. Illustration of the contemporary temperature data sets used to force SICOPOLIS. (A) Contemporary February mean surface air temperatures over the Tibetan Plateau as
derived from the ECMWF data set. (B) Contemporary August mean surface air temperatures over the Tibetan Plateau as derived from the ECMWF data set. (C) Contemporary
February mean surface air temperatures over the Tibetan Plateau as derived from the Legates & Willmott data set. (D) Contemporary August mean surface air temperatures over the
Tibetan Plateau as derived from the Legates & Willmott data set. (E) Contemporary February mean surface air temperatures over the Tibetan Plateau as derived from the WorldClim
data set. (F) Contemporary August mean surface air temperatures over the Tibetan Plateau as derived from the WorldClim data set.

paleotemperatures as occurring from the use of different GCM
reconstructions leave no footprint that is detectable using ‘ice extent’
or ‘ice volume’ as indicators.
To probe the dominance of the Legates and Willmott surface
temperature data, we substituted the PDD factor for ice melt of
12 mm we (water equivalent) d1  C1default value of b2 used earlier
by, e.g., Greve et al. (1999), by b2 ¼ 7 mm we d1  C1 (Table 1). In
adopting this latter value we followed Zhang et al. (2006) who
reported a mean value of b2 ¼ 7.1 mm we d1  C1 based on
measurements carried out on 15 glaciers on the Tibetan Plateau.
Although decreasing the value of b2 will lead to increasing ice
volumes within the PDD method, the Legates and Willmott surface
temperature data dominated over such possible effects induced by
the variation in the melt factor for ice. Thus, all ensemble forcing
members of type ‘lw-xx-xx’ yielded ice-free conditions during the
entire 125 ka, irrespective of whether the melt factor for ice in the
PDD model was assigned its default value or a lower one. A more
rigorous sensitivity analysis allowing b2 to range between 8.0 mm we
d1  C1 and 20.0 mm we d1  C1 has recently been performed by
Stone et al. (2010) who used Latin hypercube sampling to evaluate
the equilibrium ice volume of the Glimmer-CISM ice sheet model for
Greenland under modern climatology.
The three ensemble forcing members ‘wclim-lw-ecbil’, ‘wclimwclim-ccsm’ and ‘wclim-wclim-ipsl’ give rise to ice-free conditions

during the entire 125 ka in runs where the PDD factor for ice melt, b2,
is set to is default value. However, for these three members, the
interplay of present-day climatology and reconstructed past
climates is sensitive to a decrease in b2 such that the Tibetan Plateau
features glaciations of different extents when the reduced value for
b2 is used. The forcing members ‘wclim-wclim-ccsm’ and ‘wclimwclim-ipsl’ then give rise to restricted ice volumes (<60 km3), while
the forcing ‘wclim-lw-ecbil’ results in moderate ice volumes
(60 km3e6000 km3) over the Tibetan Plateau. The ice volume time
series in response to ‘wclim-wclim-ccsm’ and ‘wclim-wclim-ipsl’
are therefore included in Fig. 4 (see Section 3.3), and for ‘wclim-lwecbil’ in Fig. 5 (see Section 3.4).
3.3. Restricted glaciation (<60 km3)
Irrespective of which value for the ice melt factor is used, small
total ice volumes (<60 km3) over the Tibetan Plateau are obtained
from three forcings: ‘wclim-jg-ccsm’, ‘wclim-lw-ccsm’ and ‘wclimwclim-ecbil’. In all three cases, ice volumes resulting from runs
with the reduced ice melt factor b2 are larger than those obtained
from runs with the default ice melt factor. The timing and duration
of glaciations in response to a particular forcing are not signiﬁcantly
affected by the value of the ice melt factor (Fig. 4), as each two time
series for a ﬁxed forcing but with different values of b2 indicate
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of small (<60 km3) total ice volumes over the Tibetan Plateau. Small total ice volumes as modeled in response to three forcings from the ensemble
(‘wclim-jg-ccsm’, ‘wclim-lw-ccsm’ and wclim-wclim-ecbil’) and for different choices of the ice melt factor b2 in the PDD model. It is seen that the GCM used in the reconstruction of
the paleoclimates determines the onset and the timing of glaciations, for details see Section 3.3.

through relatively synchronous behavior. However, the onset and
duration of glaciations are strongly affected by the choice of the
GCM from which the paleoclimate is derived. Ice volumes in
response to forcing ‘ecbil’, on the one hand, peak right before OIS 4
and remain essentially unchanged from 70 ka onward, yielding
the modeled presence of small contemporary glaciers on the
Tibetan Plateau. Ice volumes in response to forcing ‘ccsm’, on the
other hand, are characterized by an absence of ice during the entire
last glacial (including the LGM) except for the Holocene. Here, an
onset of glaciation is detected at about 10 ka and at two different
geographical locations: forcings ‘wclim-jg-ccsm’ and ‘wclim-lw-

ccsm’ result in an ice covered area located approximately at the
geographical position of Mt. Everest, 86 E, 28 N.
Forcings ‘wclim-wclim-ccsm’ and ‘wclim-wclim-ipsl’ give rise to
small ice volumes only if a reduced factor for ice melt is employed
(these runs are ice-free if the default value for b2 2 is used, cf
Section 3.2). The time series of the corresponding ice volume
evolution is included in Fig. 4. Ice volume evolution, in particular
onset of glaciation, in response to forcing ‘wclim-wclim-ccsm’ is
synchronous to the ones observed for the other ‘ccsm’ runs: ice-free
conditions throughout the major part of the last glacial cycle,
including especially ice-free conditions at OIS 2, and onset of

Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of medium (60 km3e6000 km3) total ice volumes over the Tibetan Plateau. Medium total ice volumes as modeled in response to 10 forcings from the
ensemble and for different choices of the ice melt factor b2 in the PDD model: Note the highly variable ice volumes around OIS4 for which some glacial conﬁgurations exceed their
counterparts attained around OIS2 (LGM), for details, see Section 3.4.
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glaciation around 10 ka. In contrast, the onset and timing of
glaciation resulting from a paleoclimate derived on the basis of the
‘ipsl’ model is strikingly different because of a continuous persistence of ice patches through the entire glacial cycle.
3.4. Moderate glaciation (60 km3e6000 km3)
Irrespective of which of the two factors of ice melt is used,
moderate total ice volumes (60 km36000 km3) over the Tibetan
Plateau are obtained from nine forcings: ‘wclim-jg-cnrm’, ‘wclimjg-ecbil’, ‘wclim-jg-ipsl’, ‘wclim-lw-cnrm’, ‘wclim-lw-ipsl’, ‘wclimwclim-ukmo’, ‘wclim-wclim-cnrm’, ‘wclim-wclim-had’, and
‘wclim-wclim-mir’ (Fig. 5). Glaciation remains restricted to the
mountain chain bordering the Tibetan Plateau to the south (in

response to forcings involving contemporary Jaeger and Legates &
Willmott precipitation data, respectively), the high-latitude northnortheastern part of the Plateau (in response to contemporary
WorldClim precipitation data), and the northwestern central part of
the Plateau (for forcings involving contemporary Jaeger precipitation data). The time series illustrate that the variability in total ice
volume around OIS 4 is much larger than around OIS 2, and that the
timing of maximum ice volume is governed by the choice of the
GCM used in the climate reconstruction. For example, glaciation
resulting from the forcing ‘wclim-wclim-mir’ attains its maximum
LGM-volume earlier than ‘wclim-jg-cnrm’ does. Fig. 6 portrays the
location and spatial extent of ice masses resulting for each of these
nine simulations at OIS 4 and OIS 2, adopting the reduced factor of
ice melt, b2. For OIS 4 (Fig. 6A), maximum ice coverage is obtained

Fig. 6. The geographical location and spatial extents of medium sized Tibetan Plateau glaciations at OIS 4 (65 ka, panel A) and OIS 2 (LGM, 21 ka, panel B). 10 ensemble forcing
members give rise to overall medium ice volumes during the last 125 ka. The plot shows the spatial extents and geographical location of these ice volumes. Note that to enhance
visibility of the results, the latter are plotted only for the simulations in which the reduced factor ice melt (giving rise to larger ice volumes) has been employed. The colors used
correspond to those of Fig. 5, for details, see Section 3.4.
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Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of large total ice volumes (6000 km3e60,000 km3) over the Tibetan Plateau. Large total ice volumes as obtained in response to 6 forcings from the
ensemble, and for different choices of the ice melt factor b2 in the PDD model. Note the large variability in total volumes of Tibetan Plateau glaciations as resulting from the different
forcings.

from the forcing ‘wclim-wclim-mir’ (pale blue; cf also Fig. 5), and
the pale blue patches located at roughly 70 E, 36 N indicate that for
this forcing the OIS 4 glacial extent is larger than its corresponding
OIS 2 (LGM) extent. The same is observed for ‘wclim-jg-ipsl’ (black
patches), while for the remaining ensemble of forcing members,
LGM ice extents are always large than their corresponding OIS 4 ice
extents.
The forcing ‘wclim-lw-ecbil’ yields moderate ice volumes at two
time slices, provided the ice melt factor b2 is set to its reduced value
(runs with the standard value are ice free; Section 3.2). Model
results indicate ice volumes of 1000 km3 lasting for roughly
3 kae5 ka prior to OIS 4, and for approximately 15 ka around OIS 2,
with ice-free conditions between these events. As with the other
two forcing members showing distinct responses (ice free/ice
cover) in response to variations in b2, we conclude that the interplay of present-day climate and past climate is sensitive to
decreases in the PDD factor for ice melt. Because the ice volumes
used to group the results into restricted/moderate/large/extensive
ice volume runs were set arbitrarily by us, we cannot conclude that
the forcing member ‘wclim-lw-ecbil’ is more sensitive to changes in
b2 than the forcing members ‘wclim-wclim-ccsm’ and ‘wclimwclim-ipsl’ (cf Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
3.5. Large glaciation (6000 km360,000 km3)
Generally, modeled volumes larger than 6000 km3 are affected
by changes in the ice melt factor b2, however, not to such an extent
that ice-free conditions result if the default value of b2 is employed.
Large total ice volumes over the Tibetan Plateau are obtained from 6
forcing members (and for both values of b2): ‘wclim-jg-ukmo’,
‘wclim-jg-had’, ‘wclim-lw-ukmo’, ‘wclim-lw-had’, ‘wclim-lw-mir’
and ‘wclim-wclim-lmdz4’.
In the temporal evolution of the six model runs resulting in large
ice volumes (Fig. 7), it is observed that the maximum ice volume is
occurring at OIS 4 for ‘wclim-lw-had’, and that this modeled OIS 4
ice volume is larger than its corresponding OIS 2 ice volume.
Variability in overall ice volume remains high. In contrast to Fig. 5,
the timing of the glaciations appears however more synchronous

that in the case of the medium ice volume runs, as the ice volume
time series for the forcing ‘wclim-lw-had’ acts as a bounding hull
for all other ice volume time series. Despite this, individual ice
volume evolutions differ considerable both in timing, duration and
size.
To illustrate the modeled spatial extents of the large glaciations
for both values of ice melt, we present OIS 2 (LGM) conﬁgurations
from forcing members ‘wclim-lw-had’ and ‘wclim-wclim-lmdz4’
(Fig. 8A), OIS 2 (LGM) conﬁgurations from forcing members ‘wclimjg-ukmo’ and ‘wclim-lw-ukmo’ (Fig. 8B), and OIS 4 conﬁgurations
from forcing members ‘wclim-lw-mir’ and ‘wclim-jg-had’ (Fig. 8C).
The primary location of ice caps that persist at both OIS 4 and OIS 2
are similar. However, their spatial extents vary due to disintegration of ice caps into smaller sized mountain glaciers (whenever OIS
4 volumes are larger than OIS 2 volumes), or to merging of smaller
sized mountain glaciers into a coherent ice cap (whenever OIS 4
volumes are smaller than OIS 2 volumes). Likewise, the extent of
the ice caps is affected by a change in the value of ice melt in the
PDD model.
South of 34 N, local ice caps form along the mountain range
bordering the Tibetan Plateau in response to precipitation forced by
the contemporary Legates and Willmott data set, that is, for runs
‘wclim-lw-xx’. Among the three runs of the type ‘wclim-lw-xx’
resulting in large ice volumes, paleoclimates ‘had’ and ‘mir’ result in
ice caps restricted to the mountain range bordering the Tibetan
Plateau to the south, while additional small and widely scattered ice
caps in the north-northwestern to Central Tibetan Plateau north of
35 N are modeled in response to the ‘ukmo’ paleoclimate, that is, in
the ‘wclim-lw-ukmo’ run. These scattered ice caps disappear if the
Legates and Willmott precipitation data set is replaced by the one of
Jaeger (1976), leaving only ice caps in the southern mountain range
for the forcing ‘wclim-jg-ukmo’. Replacing ‘ukmo’ by ‘had’ results in
additional ice caps in the NortheNorthwest part of the Tibetan
Plateau and a pronounced outlet glacier at approx 86 E, cf forcing
‘wclim-jg-had’. Finally, the forcing ‘wclim-wclim-lmdz4’ results in
ice caps along the southern mountain range, in isolated caps in the
central part of the Plateau as well as in the high latitudes of the
northwestern most part of the Tibetan Plateau.
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Fig. 9. Temporal evolution of extra-large total ice volumes (60,000 km3e3,000,000 km3) over the Tibetan Plateau. Modeled ice volume evolution for the six ensemble forcing
members that give rise to extra-large ice volumes (for both values of b2). Note the large variability in total volumes of Tibetan Plateau glaciations as resulting from the different
forcings.

3.6. Extensive glaciation (60,000 km33,000,000 km3)
Extensive glaciations characterized by extra large total ice
volumes, ranging in size in response to different values of the ice melt
factors are obtained from six forcing members: ‘wclim-jg-fgo’,
‘wclim-jg-mir’, ‘wclim-jg-lmdz4’, ‘wclim-lw-fgo’, ‘wclim-lw-lmdz4’,
and ‘wclim-wclim-fgo’ (Fig. 9). Modeled peak glaciations occur
around OIS 4 and OIS 2 with maximal ice volumes up to 800,000 km3
observed for runs in which the default ice melt factor b2 is employed.
If the reduced value of b2 is used, however, ice volumes increase to 2,4
million km3 and 3 million km3 in response to forcing members
‘wclim-jg-lmdz4’ and ‘wclim-jg-had’, respectively. These forcing
members result also in a continuous glaciation from 65 ka to
10 ka. It is worth noting that modeled ice volumes at OIS 2 are
always larger than their OIS 4 counterparts, irrespective of whether
continuous or discontinuous glaciation prevails.
The spatial extents of the glaciated areas at OIS 4 for the individual
forcing members and for both values of ice melt are shown in Fig. 10.
Inline with observations made for large glaciations (cf Section 3.5),
forcing members using the contemporary Legates and Willmott
precipitation data set yield ice caps along the mountain range
bordering the Tibetan Plateau to the south. Likewise, forcing
members using the contemporary ‘wclim’ precipitation data set yield
ice caps in the high-latitude northenorthwestern corner of the
Tibetan Plateau. Model results indicate a number of ice caps in the
northwestern and central parts of the Tibetan Plateau in response to
forcing members using the ‘jg’ precipitation data set. For ‘wclim-jgmir’ the model results are particularly sensitive to the value for ice
melt. Individual ice caps merge into one coherent one if the reduced
value of ice melt is employed. Spatial extents of ice sheets and ice
caps at OIS 4 and OIS 2 (for both values of the ice melt factor) vary but
occur in similar locations (Fig. 11). We interpret this to mean that
modeled OIS 4 ice caps are also the centers/nuclei to the OIS 2 ice

caps. At OIS 2, considerable areas are ice covered, particularly on the
central western Tibetan Plateau and in its high-latitude northwestern corner.
4. Discussion
The aim of this work was to contrast timing, extent and duration
of former glaciations on the Tibetan Plateau as indicated by glacial
geology with those resulting from numerical ice sheet modeling.
While modeling efforts coupled to glacial geological reconstructions have been previously employed for other formerly glaciated
areas (such as for the Laurentide and Eurasian ice sheets, Howell
et al., 1999; Kleman et al., 2002; Napieralski et al., 2007), this has
never been attempted for the Tibetan Plateau. Especially intriguing
is the fact that ice sheet models for the Northern Hemisphere that
capture the overall behavior of the Laurentide and Eurasian ice
sheets produce large ice masses over the Tibetan Plateau; a feature
which has not been supported by geological data (Owen et al.,
2005; Heyman et al., 2009).
None of the modeled ice masses (Figs. 3e11) matches the glacial
geological record of the Tibetan Plateau when comparing the OIS 4
and OIS 2 ice extents with ﬁeld evidence. Regarding the timing of
glaciation, most of the 24 ‘glacial’ model runs yielded their most
extensive glaciers during OIS 2. This result is not supported by
chronological evidence for past glaciations in Tibet. On the
contrary, the paleoglaciological record reveals increasingly more
extensive glaciation further back in time and most restricted
glaciations during OIS 2 (Derbyshire et al., 1991; Schäfer et al.,
2002; Lehmkuhl and Owen, 2005; Owen et al., 2005, 2008, 2009,
2010). Focusing on the spatial distribution, the models tend to
produce more glaciers covering larger tracts of land in the western
half than in the eastern half of the Tibetan Plateau, quite in contrast
with glacial geological evidence (e.g., Li et al., 1991; Lehmkuhl and

Fig. 8. Spatial extents and geographical location of large ice volumes (6000 km3e60,000 km3) over the Tibetan Plateau. Six ensemble forcing members give rise to large ice volumes.
(A) Ice extent at LGM (21 ka) in response to forcing ‘wclim-lw-had’ and ‘wclim-wclim-lmdz4’. (B) Ice extent at LGM (21 ka) in response to forcings ‘wclim-jg-ukmo’ and ‘wclimlw-ukmo’. (C) Ice extent at OIS 4 (65 ka) in response to forcings ‘wclim-lw-mir’ and ‘wclim-jg-had’.

Fig. 10. Spatial extents and geographical location of extra-large ice volumes (60,000 km3e3,000,000 km3) over the Tibetan Plateau at OIS 4. (A) Modeled ice extent in response to
forcings ‘wclim-jg-fgo’and ‘wclim-lw-lmdz4’. (B) Modeled ice extent in response to forcings ‘wclim-jg-lmdz4’ and ‘wclim-lw-fgo’. (C) Modeled ice extent in response to forcings
‘wclim-jg-mir’ and ‘wclim-wclim-fgo’. For a comparison of the OIS4 ice extents to their OIS2 counterparts, see Fig. 11.
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Owen, 2005). In addition to the mismatch with the geological ﬁeld
evidence, the spatial and temporal patterns of individual model
output differ considerably from each other. The spread of the
modeled ice extents ranges from ice-free conditions to a plateauwide ice sheet, and follows no common pattern as to where nuclei
of glaciations are located. The inter-model spread is indeed so large
that a comparison of the model mean to the geological record is
considered meaningless.
Because of the design of the numerical experiments (employing
a stand-alone ice sheet model in which feedback processes with the
atmosphere, for example, are included only in a simpliﬁed manner
despite the fact that Asian Monsoon variability or stationary atmospheric waves will signiﬁcantly affect precipitation patterns over the
Tibetan Plateau), the climate forcing and the glacial index are
expected to have the largest impact on the evolution of modeled ice
masses. While differences in the employed GCM-based forcings
reﬂect current known uncertainties, their effects when used in
numerical simulations tailored especially to the Tibetan Plateau
remained previously unexplored.
As a result of our study, we can now conclude that the simulations performed here fail to provide meaningful support of available
spatial reconstructions of Tibetan Plateau glaciations during the last
glacial cycle as neither common spatial nor temporal patterns can be
established from the ensemble of climate forcings.
This mismatch can be attributed to several causes. First, the
employed grid resolution implies an averaging of topography and
climate data over approximately 9 km  8 km. While this may be
regarded as high resolution for ice sheet modeling, and indeed is
higher than in previous glacier models used for the Tibetan Plateau,
the restricted extent of past glaciations on the Tibetan Plateau
(Fig. 1C) implies that most ice masses will only be represented by
a few grid cells.
Second, there are large uncertainties in the present-day climate
description for the Tibetan Plateau used as input to the numerical
model. The data sets (Figs. A1 and A2) are based on interpolations
of data from weather stations and, in particular for the western and
central parts of the Tibetan Plateau, the available data is sparse (cf
Hijmans et al., 2005). Further, the uncertainty of the interpolated
data is particularly large for high-relief regions which characterize
extensive areas of the Tibetan Plateau. The uncertainty in the
present-day climate description will necessarily propagate into
climate reconstructions.
Third, nine out of ten paleoclimate-reconstructions employed
here are based on GCM model output via an anomaly approach
coupled to a glacial index function, cf eqns. (3)e(5), whereas the
tenth is derived on the basis of the GRIP record, cf the description
following eq. (2). While both approaches have been successfully
employed in numerical ice sheet modeling experiments set up for
Greenland and the ephemeral high-latitude Northern Hemisphere
ice sheets, they appear less suited in simulations that speciﬁcally
focus on the mid-latitude, high-relief Tibetan Plateau. In the case
of the GRIP-based paleoglaciological reconstruction, it is instructive to point out that our modeled ice volumes over the Tibetan
Plateau match the results obtained earlier by Greve et al. (1999),
where such extreme ice volumes were considered an artifact in
the context of modeling the deglaciation of the Northern Hemisphere. We have now demonstrated that those spurious ice
volumes are a direct consequence of the shortcomings of the
paleoclimate forcing when applied to the Tibetan Plateau region
and can thus tie what was previously believed to be an artifact to
a deﬁnite cause e the failure of the GRIP data (as well as the GCMmodel data) as proxies for surface air temperatures over the
Tibetan Plateau area.
Fourth, the glacial index function employed in the anomaly
approach is intended to represent the essential characteristics of
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global climate change. Hence, processes that are speciﬁc to either
certain areas and/or certain time periods cannot be resolved. Thus,
some shortcomings of the modeling performed for the Tibetan
plateau region must be attributed to the glacial index function g(t).
The temporal mismatch, in particular, between the model output and
the geological evidence, with the model yielding most extensive
glaciers during OIS 2, indicate that the GRIP record and the glacial
index function do not capture the palaeo-climate history of the
Tibetan Plateau. Apparently the glacial climate on the Tibetan Plateau
differed to yield smaller ice advances, perhaps through higher aridity.
The demonstrated inability to prescribe the Tibetan Plateau paleoclimate with a North Atlantic ice core record coupled to a glacial
function supports previous notions that Tibetan Plateau glaciations
are controlled by competing atmospheric systems such as the Asian
monsoon in the south and the east and the westerlies in the northwest (Benn and Owen, 1998; Owen et al., 2005).
Finally, the sensitivity of the ice sheet model with respect to
changes in parameters such as the factor of ice melt in the PDD
model has only been partly explored. Eventually, a rigorous sensitivity analysis exploring an entire parameter space, as recently
suggested by Stone et al. (2010), should be carried out for the
paleosimulations presented here. The infrastructure for Latin
hypercube sampling within SICOPOLIS is currently set up.
As a consequence of these limitations, the following ice sheet
model shortcomings were identiﬁed. First, the ice sheet model failed
to match the contemporary glaciation cover over the Tibetan Plateau.
In most cases modeled ice extent is too restricted. 30 runs resulted in
ice-free conditions and another 14 runs resulted in modeled presentday ice patches that extended over at most ﬁve grid cells when
plotted (cf Figs. 6, 8 and 10 and 11).
Second, with the reduced ensemble of climate forcings considered here, the ice sheet model yields ice-free conditions at all times
on the eastern part of the Tibetan Plateau. This may be an artifact
related to grid size averaging procedures or the use of a stand-alone
ice sheet model, or a real feature reﬂecting that typical ice masses
are no larger than one grid cell. However, the absence of ice in this
area seems to be a result of the climatology used as forcing, because
some contemporary ice caps located on the eastern fringe of the
Tibetan Plateau appear to have existed there for more than 100 ka
(e.g. the Dunde Ice Cap; Thompson et al., 1989).
To arrive at acceptable reconstructions of Tibetan Plateau glaciations during the last glacial cycle using ice sheet modeling, we suggest
to analyze the uncertainty in the present-day climatology. This can be
achieved by comparing climate forcings stemming from re-analyses
of climate datasets such as the ERA-40 data set (Simmons and Gibson,
2000, cf http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/era-40), with
the purely measurement based climate forcings employed in this
study. However, such an analysis has not yet been attempted in the
context of Tibetan Plateau paleoglaciological simulations.
Perhaps the most urgent research need concerns the method of
reconstructing past climate in long-term ice sheet simulations. This
task involves a rigorous analysis of the suitability of the glacial
index function over the modeling domain, and, possibly, the
modiﬁcation of the glacial index function if g(t) is considered to be
inappropriate. The deﬁnition of objective criteria for testing g(t) is
very difﬁcult and likely requires the introducing of statistical and/or
design-of-experiment methods.
Due to the complexity of the task, progress is achieved only slowly.
Until improved methodologies and models become available, longterm coupled simulations with dynamic ice sheet models will
continue to depend strongly on the choice of GCM used to reconstruct
past climate forcing. They will, consequently, exhibit in their results
a variability that is unmatched by the glaciogeological record. This we
have shown for the geographical region of the Tibetan Plateau, the
glacial history of which we investigated numerically for the time span
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Fig. A2. Illustration of the contemporary precipitation data sets used to force SICOPOLIS. (A) Contemporary February mean precipitation (in mm water equivalent per month) over
the Tibetan Plateau as derived from the ECMWF data set. (B) Contemporary August mean precipitation over the Tibetan Plateau as derived from the ECMWF data set. (C)
Contemporary February mean precipitation over the Tibetan Plateau as derived from the Legates & Willmott data set. (D) Contemporary August mean precipitation over the Tibetan
Plateau as derived from the Legates & Willmott data set. (E) Contemporary February mean precipitation over the Tibetan Plateau as derived from the WorldClim data set. (F)
Contemporary August mean precipitation over the Tibetan Plateau as derived from the WorldClim data set, see Appendix A.

from 125 ka until present by using a large ensemble of climate
forcing derived from the PMIP2 database and other sources
(Braconnot et al., 2007; Colleoni, pers. comm. 2009). The divergence
of our systematic modeling study provides strong support for
Pollard’s (2000, p. 104) hypothesis that results of paleoglacial simulations depend ‘seriously and probably spuriously’ on the climate
forcing employed.
5. Conclusions
This is indeed observed, and it is noteworthy that the newer
generation GCMs employed in the present study and taken from
the PMIP2 database apparently suffer from similar drawbacks as
their predecessors in the PMIP1 database. The results of our study
are qualitatively contrasted with available spatial reconstructions
of Tibetan Plateau glaciations (Li et al., 1991; Fig. 1B). We ﬁnd that,
for the Tibetan Plateau, none of the modeled ice conﬁgurations
seems to conform to available glacial geological evidence. Hence,
we conclude that our results concerning the Tibetan Plateau region

are in strong support of the Pollard (2000) ﬁndings and thus extend
this study in its scope to also include high Asia. Considering the size
of the ensemble forcing, this numerical study is one of the most
detailed available to test numerical ice sheet modeling over the
Tibetan Plateau for predictive power.
(1) Forcing paleoglacial simulations performed with the ice sheet
code SICOPOLIS, with a large ensemble of climate forcings
derived from the PMIP2 database yields highly diverging
results concerning the timing, location and extent of Tibetan
Plateau glaciation during the last 125 ka. Extreme end
members include an ice-free Tibetan Plateau and a plateauscale ice sheet, comparable, in size, to the contemporary
Greenland ice sheet.
(2) None of the modeled ice conﬁgurations conforms with glacial
geological evidence when investigated at three key time slices:
OIS 4 (65 ka), OIS 2 (LGM, 21 ka) and today (0 ka).
(3) Numerical simulations that acceptably conform to published
reconstructions of Quaternary ice extent on the Tibetan Plateau

Fig. 11. Spatial extents and geographical location of extra-large ice volumes (60,000 km3e3,000,000 km3) over the Tibetan Plateau at OIS 2 (LGM). (A) Modeled ice extent in
response to forcings ‘wclim-jg-fgo’ and ‘wclim-lw-lmdz4’. (B) Modeled ice extent in response to forcings ‘wclim-jg-lmdz4’ and ‘wclim-lw-fgo’. (C) Modeled ice extent in response to
forcings ‘wclim-jg-mir’ and ‘wclim-wclim-fgo’. For a comparison of the OIS 2 ice extents to their OIS 4 counterparts, see Fig. 10.
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cannot be achieved with a stand-alone ice sheet model when
merely forced by paleoclimates derived from currently available GCMs.
(4) We performed a systematic numerical study testing numerical
ice sheet modeling over the Tibetan Plateau to probe Pollard’s
(2000) hypothesis that results of paleoglacial simulations do
seriously and probably spuriously depend on the climate forcing
employed. The results presented in this study are in strong
support of Pollard’s (2000) hypothesis. The divergence of the
results obtained from the numerical ice sheet modeling provides
strong support by itself. However, the comparison of the
numerical results to available glacial geological data, emphasizing that none of the modeled ice conﬁgurations seems to be
correct, provides support to Pollard’s (2000) hypothesis in
a framework that does not only rely on numerical modeling but
rather combines paleoglaciological reconstructions and ﬁeld
evidence.
(5) Whether future ice sheet modeling exercises, incorporating the
improvements suggested in Section 4, will succeed in reproducing acceptable reconstructions of Tibetan Plateau glaciations during the last glacial cycle remains an open issue.
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Appendix. Present day climatology for the Tibetan Plateau
A.1. Surface air temperature data sets
The three different data sets providing today’s surface air
temperatures as input to SICOPOLIS are the following:
 The ECMWF data for the years 1986e1989 and 1991e1994,
which have already been used in simulations of the deglaciation of the Northern Hemisphere by Greve et al. (1999). This
ECMWF data set covers the entire Earth in a spatial resolution

of 2.5  2.5 , and provides monthly mean temperature values
for both midnight and midday.
 The data set of Legates and Willmott (1990a) which contains
mean monthly surface air temperatures obtained, compiled
and counterchecked from various existing sources covering the
time span from 1920 to 1980. The resulting database contains
17,986 independent terrestrial station records and 9655
oceanic records. Land surface records are (due to low station
density) reported to be sparse in arid, mountainous, and polar
regions. The surface temperature records are interpolated to
a 0.5  0.5 grid, resulting in 361  721 temperature values
(beginning at 90 N, 180 W and extending to 90 S, 180 E).
 The WorldClim temperature data set (Hijmans et al., 2005)
which contains e among others e monthly surface air
temperatures and is compiled from a variety of existing source,
restricted, where possible, to records from the 1950e2000
period. The edited and merged WorldClim database contains
24,542 terrestrial station records for mean monthly surface air
temperature. The temperature records are interpolated to
a 300  300 grid, resulting in 43,200  18,000 data entries
beginning at 90 N, 180 W and extending to 60 S, 180 E.
Fig. A1aef illustrates differences in the temperature data sets by
comparing mean contemporary February and mean contemporary
august surface air temperatures (plotted in  C) for each data set. It is
observed that both the ECMWF data (panels a and b) and the
WorldClim data (panels e and f) closely mirror the topography of
the Tibetan Plateau, while the data derived from the Legates &
Willmott data set (panels c and d) do so only to a restricted extent.
While all temperature charts are structurally (i.e., in their spatial
patterns as well as in the temperature ranges within these patterns)
very similar for all longitudes in their southernmost latitudes,
differences manifest themselves northward of the Himalayan
mountain range on the Tibetan Plateau. While the ECMWF data and
the WorldClim data are by and large alike even on the Tibetan
Plateau the monthly temperature distribution obtained from the
Legates & Willmott data differs both in overall pattern northward of
the Himalayan and in the temperatures, and represents the
warmest of all considered climates.
A.2. Precipitation data sets
The three different data sets providing today’s precipitation as
input to SICOPOLIS are the following:
 The Jaeger (1976) data set, which is the oldest one used in this
study. It contains monthly mean precipitation for the entire
world based on data observed and collected between 1931 and
1960. Records from 32 different sources have been compiled,
however, not all sources cover exactly the same time span.
Precipitation values are interpolated to a 5  5 grid.
 The data set of Legates and Willmott (1990b), which contains
monthly mean precipitation values for the entire world which
are compiled from various existing global archives of monthly
precipitation. Most of the data collected in these archives were
observed between 1920s and 1980s e precipitation values are
therefore largely representative of this 60-year period,
however, with greater weight to more recent, data-rich years.
The edited precipitation database of Legates & Willmott
contains 24,635 spatially independent terrestrial station
records as well as 2223 spatially independent records over the
World’s oceans. Adequate spatial coverage is claimed for much
of the terrestrial surface, however, it is emphasized that
Antarctica, Australia, China, and parts of the Far East are
underrepresented in the data set. The precipitation records are
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interpolated to a 0.5  0.5 grid, resulting in 361  721
precipitation values (beginning at 90 N, 180 W and extending
to 90 S, 180 E).
 The WorldClim data set (Hijmans et al., 2005), which has been
published in 2005 and is the newest data set used in this study.
To our knowledge, it is applied in the context of ice sheet
modeling for the ﬁrst time. The data set contains monthly
mean precipitation for global land areas and has been compiled
from a variety of existing sources. Where possible, the data is
restricted to records collected between 1950 and 2000 e the
edited and merged WorldClim database contains 47554
terrestrial station records. The precipitation values are interpolated to a 30}30} grid, resulting in 43,200  18,000 data
entries beginning at 90 N, 180 W and extending to 60 S, 180 E.
Exemplarily, monthly mean precipitation (in mm water equivalent per month) for the months of February and August are plotted
for the three data sets in Fig. A2. It is seen that the WorldClim data
provides the driest (February) climate, while the Jaeger data
provides the wettest (February) one and differences between those
two precipitation sets become less pronounced for the month of
August. The precipitation from data set by Legates & Willmott is for
the month of February similar to the one obtained from the Jaeger
data, and for the month of August to the WorldClim data set. The
largest differences are observed for the winter (February) precipitation, while the summer precipitation remains essentially the
same with differences stemming mostly from the different resolution of the data.
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